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Abstract 
The design and implementation of languages for a specific domain can be 
done on a very high level of abstraction by selecting combinable language 
specification components and feeding them into a language implementation 
system. This paper presents the LaCon idea that allows domain experts to 
compose elements and properties of a language by simple yes/no decisions. 
A LaCon (Language Constructor) automatically checks consistency of user 
decisions, computes consequences of decisions, and provides design style ad
vice. An implementation of the composed language is obtained by selecting 
combinable specification components according to the user decisions and then 
feeding them into the Eli language implementation system. 

A LaCon is constructed by an expert in the field of computer languages 
and their implementation. He provides composable formal specification parts 
for the underlying language implementation system and describes their logical 
relationship. These specifications are transformed into the GUI-based LaCon 
by our LaCon generator. 

The LaCon approach is especially useful for designers of domain specific 
languages who usually have to deal with languages that have to be revised 
quite frequently and who normally do not have deep knowledge in the field of 
language design and implementation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Domain specific languages (DSL) are used by domain experts to describe 
their systems. A domain specific language can be defined as a language that 
is designed specifically for a certain application domain and, in general, is only 
suitable for that particular domain. General purpose programming languages, 
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domain expert 

Figure 1 Traditional DSL life-cycle 

on the other hand, often lack the expressiveness required for describing rele
vant concepts of an application area. Besides, general purpose languages may 
contain many concepts that are irrelevant for a special application domain. 

Domain specific languages should be as close as possible to the user's con
ceptual view of the application domain, i.e. they should provide a high level 
of abstraction. On one hand, such a high level of abstraction makes domain 
specific languages more intuitive to use. On the other hand, various specific 
analyses and optimizations can benefit from these abstractions. A database 
query language, e.g., might allow for query optimizations which are not possi
ble if queries are formulated as algorithms. A language for WWW applications 
might ensure that HTML forms have certain characteristics. Other benefits 
of domain specific languages include the possibility of providing alternative 
implementations (generate a CGI-based implementation or a JavaScript pro
gram from a language describing Web services), generating visual represen
tations in terms of the application domain (EER diagrams generated from 
textual database specifications), and supporting symbolic interpretation pro
viding immediate behavioral feedback. 

Due to altering requirements in the application area, domain specific lan
guages tend to change frequently. Therefore, many DSL users postulate that 
their language should be easy to extend and modify, and that they should own 
the language implementation (e.g. its compiler). It enables them to make their 
own modifications independently of the manufacturer of the language imple
mentation. This, to be a realistic scenario, puts considerable requirements on 
the user-friendliness of the compiler techniques used in implementing the do
main specific language [Bosch & Hedin 1996]. As a consequence, most DSL 
projects today show a life-cycle similar to the one depicted in Figure 1. Experts 
from the application domain design a domain specific language in coopera
tion with experts from the area of programming language implementation. 
The language experts implement the designed DSL which is then used in the 
application domain until a language revision or extension is required. 

Our LaCon approach tries to overcome this time-consuming and expensive 
traditional DSL life-cycle. A LaCon (Language Constructor) is a language 
design and implementation system which has been constructed for a specific 
domain. A LaCon provides building blocks from which a domain expert can 
compose application specific languages without being a programming lan
guage expert at the same time. A new DSL is designed and implemented 
mainly by answering simple yes/no questions using a graphical user interface 
and pressing an ''implement" button upon completion. LaCon supports the 
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LaCon implementation 
by language expert 

Figure 2 DSL life-cycle using the LaCon approach 

language design process by providing consistency checking for user decisions, 
automatically computing consequences and producing design style advice for 
the users who don't have much language design experience. LaCon's design 
support is implemented by a knowledge based system that works on the user 
decisions, checking conditions, propagating implications and generating pro
posals for forthcoming decisions. 

The implementation of the composed language is generated by an under
lying language implementation system that receives formal language speci
fications selected and parametrized according to the user's design decisions. 
LaCon uses the Eli language implementation system [Gray, Heuring, Levi, 
Sloane & Waite 1992] [Eli Development Team 1996]. 

Using the LaCon approach, the traditional life-cycle of a domain specific 
language changes is depicted in Figure 2. 

The domain expert is now able to design his own domain specific language 
and automatically gets an implementation for this language. The task of for
mally specifying the language implementation, however, is now moved to a 
new developer role, called the DSL design expert. He is responsible for the 
formal specifications, for the composable language components, and for devel
oping the resulting LaCon knowledge base, which implements the consistency 
checker and user guidance functionality. 

Language modifications which have been foreseen during the LaCon design 
phase by the domain and DSL design expert can efficiently be done by the 
domain expert. Larger extensions (e.g. introducing unforeseen data types) or 
modifications (e.g. switching to unusual scoping rules) lead to modifications in 
the LaCon system itself. The DSL design expert has to adapt both knowledge 
and specification bases to provide the new language features. However, mod
ifying an existing LaCon turns out to be a simple task compared to changing 
a traditional language implementation (e.g. a hand-written compiler). This is 
on one hand due to the fact that DSL changes and extensions usually aim 
at notational convenience without touching the basic concepts of a language. 
On the other hand LaCon specification components have to be designed with 
reuse and combination in mind, which makes them extremely well-structured. 
Furthermore, relations between different specification components have to be 
formally documented for LaCon's knowledge base. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the design of 
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Figure 3 Structure of a LaCon system 

a LaCon system and describes how a LaCon for a specific domain is obtained 
from specifications of both knowledge base and language specification parts. 
As a typical application example for the LaCon approach section 3 describes 
the development a LaCon instance for the domain of Extended Entity Rela
tionship (EER) models and their manipulation. We discuss domain analysis, 
language design issues, and the development of EER language building blocks. 
We show how the underlying language implementation system Eli supports 
compositional design and implementation, especially by its 2-dimensional task 
decomposition model and the possibility of expressing language semantics in
dependently of its concrete notation. In section 4, we relate our work to other 
approaches in this area and discuss some ideas for future extendions. 

2 THE LACON LANGUAGE LAB MODEL 

These were our design objectives for a LaCon system: 

• The system should be able to present the design space in a clear and struc
tured fashion, i.e. provide a view on all available language elements and on 
all possible alternative decisions concerning these elements and be able to 
group available language elements hierarchically. 

• The system should support the language designer in his work by automat
ically computing consequences of user decisions and providing advice via 
suggestions for related decisions. 

• The system should not restrict the designer's freedom to explore the avail
able design space. The user should be able to investigate all subjects (even 
the ones that have become irrelevant due to previous decisions), and should 
be allowed to redo any decision - even ones that the system automatically 
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added due to other decisions. (This would normally lead to an inconsis
tency, however.) 

• The system should signal existing inconsistencies and should be able to 
explain their origin. 

• The system should guarantee that only consistent language specifications 
are passed to the underlying language implementation system. This point 
is crucial since the designer cannot be expected to deal with error reports 
from compiler generator systems referring to language specifications that 
he is not supposed to be aware of. 

These design considerations have led to the system structure shown in Fig
ure 3. The knowledge base groups the design decisions into subjects. Each such 
subject corresponds to a button in a GUI window. Pressing a subject button 
displays information about the subject and the state of decision binding. Some 
simple types of dialogs are provided to make or change the associated decisions 
(see section 2.1). 

The state of all design decisions is recorded in the decision store. Once 
a decision value changes, the consequences are automatically added if these 
consequences do not contradict explicitly made user decisions. The user is 
notified about the implicitly bound decisions. Similarly, consistency checks are 
performed and possible design suggestions are produced. The knowledge base 
provides the conditions for all these actions in the form of Boolean predicates 
over decision values (see section 2.2). 

Once the decision store is consistent and complete, the designer may ac
tivate the evaluation step which applies the set of design decisions to the 
specification base. It produces an input specification for the underlying Eli 
machine by transforming the set of user decision values into a set of switches 
and macro definitions that instantiate the specification base components. 

LaCon's system architecture is domain independent. A specific LaCon sys
tem is obtained from this system architecture by providing domain specific 
knowledge and specification bases. We support this instantiation process from 
the general LaCon architecture to a domain specific LaCon system by provid
ing a LaCon generator tool. It takes a specification describing the language 
design issues for a certain application domain and compiles it into executable 
LaCon instance (see section 2.3). 

2.1 LaCon's User Interface Elements 

A LaCon uses three basic dialog forms for decision binding and simple subject 
buttons for navigating through the subject hierarchy. The dialog elements are 
called TriState* (decide whether or not a certain language element or property 

*Three-valued logic is used internally to be able to distinguish the explicit inclusion or 
exclusion of a language element from "don't-care" or "not yet decided" situations. 
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Figure 4 LaCon's inconsistency report 

is to be added to the newly designed language), OneOf (select elements or 
properties from a mutually exclusive list), and Text (text input, e.g. to specify 
error message texts). 

2.2 Consistency checking, Implications and Suggestions 

LaCon provides automatic consistency checking and provides the ability to 
add implications and generate suggestions. 

Consistency checking is important from a language design and from a lan
guage implementation point of view. Consistency checking ensures that the 
language designer does not add useless or incomplete language constructs. An 
example can be seen in Figure 4, where a LaCon instance for a Pascal-like 
imperative language complains about the inclusion of array types without 
having selected subrange types for the array's index range specification*. 

The second reason why consistency checks are important is that they can 
be used to ensure that a LaCon only passes correct language specifications 
to the underlying language implementation system. Consistency checks are 
based on simple Boolean expressions over decision values. Those consistency 
conditions are specified by the DSL design expert when developing the LaCon 
instance (see section 2.3) . 

LaCon's implication mechanism offers a comfortable way to automatically 
add consequences of design decisions to the current language design. Two 
typical applications are the avoidance of inconsistent states (e.g. "subrange 
types are included if arrays are included") or language style specifications 
(e.g. "Pascal-like language style" influences lexical and syntactical design as 

*The message text shown in figure 4 is automatically generated from the specification of 
the LaCon instance. Therefore its wording may appear complicated. 
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SUBJECT lexical TITLE "Lexical elements" 
SHORT "Design lexical structure" 

ONEOF {pascal_style_comment, c_style_comment} 
TITLE "Style of comments" 
PREDEF pascal_style_comment 
IMPLICIT (lang_style.c_Style) => c_style_comment 

(lang_style.pascal_Style) => pascal_style_comment 
END_SUBJECT 

Figure 5 Part of a LaCon specification 

well as scoping rules and the type system). Implication rules are formulated 
as Boolean expressions over decision values by the LaCon designer. 

A LaCon user may choose to get design advice by activating LaCon's "sug
gestion" feature. Suggestions are proposals for design decisions which might 
not be necessary for consistency but which give hints for a clearer, more or
thogonal language design. As an example the user might be advised to include 
the basic type integer if he wants to include arrays, simply to provide the 
"usual way" of indexing arrays. However, the user is not forced to follow this 
advice. Like consistency and implication rules, the LaCon designer specifies 
suggestion rules as Boolean expressions over decision values. 

2.3 LaCon generation 

All LaCon systems share a common system architecture (Figure 3). To sup
port the development of LaCon instances we implemented a specification lan
guage in which the DSL expert can describe the functionality of a LaCon for 
a certain application domain. Figure 5 shows a small excerpt from a LaCon 
specification. The decision between two different comment forms is described. 
This decision may also be influenced by the shown implication rules, which 
state that the comment form implicitly depends on the chosen general lan
guage style. The LaCon generator transforms such a specification into the C 
and Tcl/Tk sources for the resulting LaCon language lab. 

3 EXAMPLE: A LACON INSTANCE FOR EER TOOLS 

To give an impression of the way the LaCon approach can be used to sup
port the development of domain specific languages, this section presents an 
example from the area of data models for database systems. Recent interest 
in database integration in multi-database (federated database) systems has 
renewed interest in schema translation [Abu-Hamdeh, Cordy & Martin 1994] 
to translate between a variety of different data models. Most commonly the 
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entity(EMPL) 
entityAttr(EMPL, FirstName, char(24)) 
entityAttr(EMPL, LastName, char(24)) 
entityAttr(EMPL, IdNo, int) 

relationship(EMPL2DEPT, Binary) 
entitylnRelation(EMPL2DEPT, EMPL, 

"employee") 
entitylnRelation(EMPL2DEPT, DEPT, 

"department") 

a) Prolog fact base style 

Entity EMPL 
Attr FirstName : CHARACTER[24] 
Attr LastName : CHARACTER[24] 
Attr Id.No : INTEGER 
Relationship EMPL2DEPT 
ArcTo EMPL "employee" 
ArcTo DEPT "department" 

b) Textual EER diagram style 

Figure 6 Different notations for EER models 

entity-relationship (ER) models [Chen 1976] or extensions (EER) thereof are 
used as a kind of intermediate representation through which data models are 
transformed from one format for commercial database systems to another. 
ER models have also been used as a high-level conceptual way to describe 
data models in a system independent manner [Markowits & Shoshani 1994]. 
Several variants of ER and EER models and numerous graphical and textual 
representations have been proposed in the literature. 

The goal of our EER LaCon is to a have a flexible environment for con
ceptual data modeling and schema translation. The user of the EER LaCon 
designs the language for the textual EER representation and selects the target 
format (e.g. schema definitions for different commercial databases, C++ class 
definitions, PostScript representation of an ER diagram, etc.). The EER La
Con automatically generates a language implementation which translates data 
models from the designed EER language to the selected target representation. 

3.1 Designing the LaCon instance 

The first step in designing a LaCon instance for a new application domain 
aims at identifying a set of language concepts and constructs. In contrast to 
the design of a single language, relevant conceptual or notational alternatives 
need not be decided in that phase but can be offered as design alternatives 
to the LaCon user. It may for instance be left to an EER domain expert to 
select one of the notational styles shown in Figure 6. 

Then the language elements have to be classified into those which are es
sential for the intended purpose, and hence belong to every family member, 
and those which are useful extensions, and therefore, are candidates for selec
tion. In the EER example, that distinction is quite obvious by the well-known 
extensions of the basic entity relationship model. Figure 7 shows some of the 
extension possibilities offered by the EER LaCon. In other situations one may 
start from a larger known language and identify an essential kernel, or start 
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Figure 7 Selecting the desired ER extensions 

from a kernel as required by the domain expert and try to anticipate future 
requirements for extensions. 

In this design phase the decision space for selection of language elements is 
developed, and relations between decisions are elaborated. The EER language 
may for instance offer different optional ways to mark attributes of an entity 
as key attributes. If EER schemas are to be translated to relational schemas, 
it has to be assured that exactly one key attribute is marked for each entity. 
Or, if attributes are allowed to have an array type, a concept of "index type" 
has to be introduced to express the property whether or not a type may be 
used for indexing arrays. 

Such dependencies between decisions have to be specified and included in 
the LaCon knowledge base. Implications which are not that strict may be used 
for LaCon suggestions: e.g. if a language allows the specification of attributes 
for relations then the LaCon system may propose that the basic domains for 
these attributes should be the same as the domains used for entity attributes. 

3.2 Compositional language implementation 

Instead of developing a monolithic specification for a single language, the 
DSL design expert prepares a set of building blocks which will be combined 
according the decisions to be made by the domain expert. Any legal design 
composition must be guaranteed to lead to a complete and consistent formal 
language specification. 

The LaCon approach leads to a 2-dimensional structure of specifications, 
as shown in Figure 8. The one dimension is formed by the building blocks for 
language components, the other is made up by the subtasks to be solved for 
language implementation. 

The Eli system supports such modularization by several of its features and 
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DSL Buildlug Blocks 
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Figure 8 2-dimensional decomposition of specifications 

design strategies. It is based on a widely accepted task decomposition model 
for language implementation [Gray et al. 1992] [Eli Development Team 1996]. 
Although presented for programming language compilation, it is applicable 
for DSL as well: the structuring phase with lexical analysis, syntactical anal
ysis and tree construction is clearly required for all text processing tasks; 
name analysis has to be solved for any language in which program objects are 
represented by names; most DSL associate certain properties with objects of 
different kinds- which are the fundamental concepts of type analysis- e.g. the 
arcs of a relation in the EER example, or the cardinality of an arc. The main 
difference from programming language compilation lies in the transformation 
task. A DSL is usually translated to a high-level language (source-to-source), 
whereas programming language compilers produce an intermediate represen
tation which is to be processed by further compilation phases. 

The left column of Figure 8 shows the language implementation tasks rele
vant for DSL processing. For each of them dedicated tools cooperate in the Eli 
system, and library modules are provided for solutions of common language 
implementation problems. Some of the tools are indicated in the right column 
of Figure 8. A building block for a language component usually contributes to 
several tasks , and hence, contains specification fragments for different tools . 
For the EER language lab we have for instance a concrete grammar pro
duction for arc properties, computations in abstract tree contexts that check 
and set those properties, and computations and output patterns which con
tribute to the target translation. Eli provides a technique to combine such 
closely related specification fragments for different tools. The building blocks 
are represented by the middle columns in Figure 8. The contributions for 
each task are collected from all building blocks and directed to the tool that 
supports the task. 
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The specification languages of Eli's tools have been designed to allow such 
a composition of fragments: ordering restrictions, such as definition before 
use, are avoided, properties may accumulate from several fragments, entities 
may be declared several times as long as the stated properties remain consis
tent. Further abstraction mechanisms effectively support the decomposition of 
specifications into combinable and reusable components: mapping from con
crete to abstract syntax [Kadhim & Waite 1996], remote attribute access, and 
computation roles in attribute grammar notation [Kastens & Waite 1994]. 

4 RELATED AND FURTHER WORK 

The following fields of research relate to our work: 
• Language design [Watt 1990], [Sebesta 1996] is primarily concerned with 

design issues for general purpose programming languages. General design prin
ciples from this area (such as readability, writability, support for abstraction, 
reliability, simplicity and orthogonality) are certainly valuable for domain 
specific languages, too. For LaCon systems language design considerations in
fluence the specification base components as well as the knowledge base rules 
to combine these components. 

• [Horowitz, Kemper & Narasimhan 1985] introduced application gener
ators for domain specific system descriptions in the domain of data base 
tools. [Cleaveland 1988] generalizes the principle of application generators, 
points out their relation to compilers, and describes tools to construct them. 
In [Kastens 1996], application generator construction using Eli is presented. 
Application generators are discussed in [Krueger 1992] as one of the several 
general principles for software reuse. 

• Structure-oriented environments support the interactive development of 
domain specific applications by providing a graphical user interface integrating 
a set of application specific tools (e.g. structure editor, graphical execution 
observation, incremental compilation). If such environments are generic, i.e. 
can be specialized to support different languages, and can be used on the 
Meta level, i.e. to specify the domain specific language the environment is 
to be used for, we speak of Structure-Based Meta Environments. Similar to 
the LaCon approach such systems can be used as language laboratories. The 
users can experiment with different design alternatives and can explore their 
consequences interactively in an evolutionary process. 

DOSE [Feiler, Jalili & Schlichter 1986] is an interactive prototyping environ
ment for language design. It is based on a structure editor and uses formal 
specifications for syntax and semantics. 

AsF+SDF [Klint 1993] stands for "Algebraic specification formalism" and 
"Syntax definition formalism". AsF+SDF has been used in the "Risla" project 
to implement a language used by banks to specify interest rate products [van 
Deursen & Klint 1997]. Based on AsF+SDF, a Meta-environment called GIPE 
has been built that allows for rapid prototyping of language specifications. 
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The Mj0lner Orm system has also been used as a structure-based Meta 
Environment [Minor & Magnusson 1992]. The system APPLAB [Bjarnason 
1996] is an extension of Orm that especially aims at supporting interactive 
language development. 

The TaLE ("Tampere Language Editor") system [Jiirnvall, Koskimies & Ni
ittymiiki 1995] is related to the LaCon approach by stressing the compositional 
aspect of language design. TaLE does not use formal language specifications 
but is based on the object-oriented paradigm for language implementation. 
The TaLE user edits classes written in Eiffel that represent the language struc
tures that the system provides. This editing is done using specialized graphical 
editors. Using TaLE requires some object-oriented programming skills, mak
ing the system difficult to use for experts from non-computer-science domains. 

Finally, [Pfahler & Kastens 1997] presents an earlier version of LaCon, 
without hierarchical design space structuring and LaCon instance generation 
from specifications. 

Some structure-based Meta Environments provide immediate feedback. Thus 
their users can freely switch between specifying the domain specific language 
and writing programs in that language using a structure editor. The key 
concept to this usage pattern is immediate language interpretation, allow
ing for language dependent system behavior without intermittent generation 
and compilation phases. This concept contrasts with our approach where the 
different concerns are separated - language design is done in an interactive 
style. The design result, i.e. the language implementation, can be extracted 
from the system and be used elsewhere by different people. Eli's caching strat
egy allows LaCon instances to be generated efficiently. Eli provides a suitable 
framework to accommodate small and frequent language changes. 

In the near future, we plan to extend our prototype language design sys
tem with a facility to automatically produce language reference manuals and 
example programs. Furthermore, we plan to investigate the applicability of 
our approach by evaluation of our specification and knowledge bases for the 
subjects "Imperative Programming Languages" (2/3 Pascal) [Meyer 1997] and 
"Extended Entity Relationship Languages" and by the construction of LaCon 
instances for real non-computer-science application domains. 

A challenging question is: how we can enhance support for domain specific 
language features which have not been foreseen by the LaCon developer? Such 
language features require some kind of "free form specification" (as opposed 
to simple selection). Do we need additional high-level notations and tools 
for language specification suitable for non-expert use? How can we still hide 
the underlying language implementation machine, i.e. can we still guarantee 
consistency to avoid low level error reports or, if not, how can we translate 
those reports back to the higher user level? 

We believe that it is worthwhile to tackle these and related problems, since 
the design and implementation of special purpose languages will certainly be 
a field of growing importance within software development. 
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